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These are some of my client's best performing
ads with essential details, such as ad type,
cost/lead & ideal customer avatar (ICA).

In this document, we dive into the strategy
for each ad as well as some of the key
takeaways that made the ad successful.

About these Case Studies

I'm Jenzaia and I'm so excited to
be connecting with you! I'm a
momma of two and the face
behind The JD Teacherpreneur
Marketing Agency. I love Earl Grey
tea and ice cream!

Hello!

Email: hello@jenzaiadimartile.com     |    FB & IG: @heyitsjenzaia

These case studies are designed to give you
insight to what has worked for these clients.  
Remember that each campaign is unique.



Details:
Challenge Registration Ad
$2.32/lead
ICA: Teacher Business Owners

Strategy:
To get registrations for the
client's 5 day challenge.  At the
end of the challenge, she
opened the doors to her
course.

Takeaways:
The ad copy really hits the
ideal client's pain points and
draws them in to learn more
about creating product videos.  

This challenge did really well
because it walked participants
through creating a product
video which gave them a quick
win!

Case Studies #1
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Details:
End of the Year Bundle Sale
$7.88/sale
ICA: Social Studies Teachers

Strategy:
To increase awareness of 
the sale and to sell more 
bundles

Takeaways:
The strong branding consistency in the images and landing page helped
customers really feel the flow as they moved from the ad to make their
purchase.

Using short video clips and GIFs were especially powerful and brought in
a significant amount of traffic.

At $20 each, these bundles were a no brainer and many people
purchased multiple.  With an average cart value of $30, this campaign
had an ROAS of 380%.

Case Studies #2
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Details
Self-Liquidating Offer
$3.35/lead
ICA: Overwhelmed WAHMs

Strategy:
To grow her email list and sell her Self-
Care Toolkit.

Takeaways:
This strategy has allowed her to  grow
her email list full of buyers and has the
added benefit of recouping some of her
ad spend. 

Adding an easy YES order bump helps
increase the average cart value.  All
buyers are nurtured via emails to keep
them engage beyond this first purchase
with the intention of having them buy
the signature course one day.

With SLO funnels, it is important to have a
long-term nurturing plan that
complements the initial offer.

Case Studies #3
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Tip #1 - Tap into your warm audiences
Be sure that you've set up all of your warm audience and
continue to nurture and serve them.  It takes 7-10 touch
points with your brand for the average person to be ready
to buy.   Create intentional touch points by  using ads to
drive traffic to your long-form content.

Tip #2 - Email list are more valuable than ever!
Your email list is YOURS!  You own it, which cannot be said
about social media followers or page likes.  With the iOS
changes that happened in Q2, it has become even more
important than ever that you are consistently growing that
list and then nurturing them with regular, quality content.

Tip #3 - Marketing is a long game
I wish there were some sort of magic trick we could do or
switch to flip that would make everything work instantly.  But
marketing is a long game that requires time and patience.  It
requires you to look at the data and find the leaks in your
funnel. It requires you to be creating consistent long form
content that you're getting in front of new people. 
 Marketing is hard work, but when you put in that effort
again and again, it definitely pays off!

Quarter Two's Top Tips 
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https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/podcast/episode12
https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/podcast/episode13
https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/podcast/episode14
https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/podcast/episode15
https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/podcast/episode16
https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/podcast/episode17
https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/podcast/episode18
https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/podcast/episode19
https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/marketscalegrow


Love what you're seeing?

SCHEDULE A CALL

Click to book your
FREE DISCOVERY CALL

today!

Email: hello@jenzaiadimartile.com     |    FB & IG: @heyitsjenzaia

https://www.jenzaiadimartile.com/book-a-call



